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ABSTRACT -

A technique sometimes known:as patterned prose or
ease book exposition is an effective ,way to improve student writing
while also holding their-interest. It may also help solve- a problem

.pointed to by the National Assessment of. Educational PProgress (NAEP) :
students' anability to think about what .they read. The technique is

Landspecifies.thefotms of the students' ,persuasive essays.. First
simple. The teacher-chooses the question, prbvides the information,L
Students are given an information sheet with- a question and a series
of'quotations fromN4uthorities, some positive and,sbme negative. Next
theyare presented with a model essay whose various parts--title,.
thesis, evidence; transitions, and conclusion--are outlined in the
left margin. Students then white essays based on this model t refining
the process as they prowess. This kind of activity is as old as the
western, univers4y: "quaestiones diSputatae" have-Uorked: for 700
years, which is 'a-good reason to'.try them again. The "Congressional

'-Digest" and "The Reference Shelf" are good information resources for
'thi-fechnique: (4L)
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Position or polio,.

_

Eigtt months 'ago I read the very disheartening repOit of ,#e National

.----.\

Assesswent of Educational Progress on reading, thinidngr, and writing dcills

t universallyzong kierican high atool students. Since this assessment 'is alresa .

recogrdzed as the rat accurate study of its kind in'Etracica, I was especially ,

,

'dismayed to hear its cot.eltisice: although most students read materials at
,,,

. .

their cran. age level, their skillsin hanring N414 they read'has declined ievere-' ..,

0

in 1975.].y since the last testing 75, Theyshave irreater diffiCulty in analyzing,. .

interpreting, and. even esplaining what they have read. 1.1additi:on, many

Students "have not .earned hoc; to look. for evidence for their jur3gments in a

systematic feishion.': IliisVeos was even more disheartening since it confirms.

41: what I have noticed aver .t.lie ten years pave been teaching compositicn: col-
,

lege. freshmen are having more and mare difficulty learning the very 'thing I am

hired to teach, exposition, the -shy of facts.to support opinions.. , I re-
.

solved to find Sys ta fight this trend,. I began by reexamining !3...very old tech-,

ni, q_ u_e_ for iteaching st.?dents to. write_ e:._rpositoq prose, Actually man, y teachers

at onechnique iime'or another, perhaps under one of its many,nanes--use this te

patterned prose, case book earposition--or under no mane at au. SO this versicin'

is only one of dozens which teachers have found useful over tile years and,

as we will see, the centuries. 5110

The technique is simple. The students write'e persuasive essay on a

,

I've chosen, usingquestirn information I've provided, in a form' I've specified.
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First I give the students a sheet with a question at the top, in this case,

"Should soft drink and beer canpanies be required lo pay five' cents for bottles

and cans returned?" Below the qustion is a series 'of-quotations Lon authoriti'es

and documented facts relevant to the question. Scemof the information tends to

support an affirmative answer, same a negative answer, and some can be used to

bolster arguments, on either side, depending on haw one analyzes them (see Hand-

out T) . -
4

e , . _ -.
T. .eicplain to the:atudents that each of theniwL11decide which" Fay he wants

to answer
.

,the questioty and:,then x5ite 'ati essay.usiig same-of-the information ,to
., 0 .-, , i r t

iiUppo*-tliis op inion.1- I also" emphasize- althougl 'I requiie them to use wipe

,... . a the f3ittdal, information provided, )liey can:4160 use persotial :eXperience as
.

. , . .. ,

-,,.- .., ,..... .

,.

, , . ,

. r.,

- evidtence. ''.. -. , .. .
, -.

i
8

S . . . 1

f e ,

Next,:I giVethe'atudents airx5del essay which is outlined in the left.

margin. (see Handout, II) I explain that, although- their .essays will each be

,

different, every'essay. will contain all of these parts listed in the outline as

they appear.

The basic pares are obvious' and .do not require (or exclude) Originality:

Each essay has.a title, Tallith can be '(and,usually is) the'question. Each has 'a

.

thesis, easily farmed bYtugning.tftequestion into a statement, though often stu-

° dents goon-to.quai,ify the statement, a refinement I encourage,of course. And

each has a c lusion paragraph, generaliyarestatement ofthe thesis. .

Morecnier each, paragr apli of the body is also highly structured, as the sample

'essay she s,, _and, it is in calstructing these paragraphs that the students lelrn

(or ',practice) that most bailie and most difficult business' of exposition: marshal-
,.

ling facts to make-a point. Though concise coherent exposition is cceplex and .

viii-iful to write, -I explain_ that--\"it'i.,as easy as one, two, 'three.
11 As the out-

,
- . , --,-.
line indiCates, each paragraph consists' of three parts: 1) a topic sentence,

0-

0

.
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V sane sill:Porting information (either fran the information sheet, documented
2

,

in parentheses afterwards, or from per sonal experience), and 3) a sent=ence or' two

of explanation to ,show how the information supports the thesis.

Finally, once the essay has a title, thesis, body, and anclusion, I require

cnelast\bit of structure, the transitions. .Again the procedure is simple, even

mechanical. The student merely goes to a list of transitional words. 41'4 exprei-\

sibns Xcheck the indet of any handboolc) -and picks out one to put in front bf each

paragraph .except the first. "In the drat place:' In the second place° .

In conclusion" will do th.e..jtob adequately (saie* of th.,,,,,,keatestifir#ers- used these

very ones) , and the .studenthas added,. that last professional 'touch..

Of' course, after writing three'or four highly:st_rutued essays in this form,

it is possible to vary the pattern, to add such re.finerints as paragraphs which
-

.answer ob3ections,' give background information, or narrate persorial experiences or
,

"case studies." And in. time (say the fifth or sixth, essay) , the students .are

required to begin finding 'facts on their own, in preparation for genuine research

paper writing. But as an introduction to this difficult business o exposition,
1 .

I have found the technique held their interest and improved their writing. die

student quickly gain confidence because' the can, in an libuF or two, produce an

essay that sclearly makes -and supports a point, a pOint.wiiich is an issue in their'
,

society, albeit a lz.imited and, to .same; trivial issue. In the,process, they have

learned to document, to handle)cgiotations in various wayS, and,' most imPortantly,

to argue a case, to read information; 'digest' it, analyze it, -interpret it, put it

to sane use, And in doing this, they perhaps. begin td overcome

ficulty/ which the National Assessment pointed to:' an iriability

If I may digress a inanent, -it must be clear to many by ncrofthat this tech-..

what they read.,

that - central dif-

to" think about

._

nique is extremely old, as old as the Westerrn unitversity From the fouriding e.-

3 ,

0
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' A
of the first universities and great cathedral schools in Europe in the twelfth

century, the major pedagogical device was the debating of quaestiones dislintatae,

formal topics,. usually in theology or_canon led, which the professors assigned once

I, every tmo weeks. The students researched the question, formed an opinion, then

'wrote an Oration (or thesis) which was presented to .the professor and, often., the

whole class (in Latin: of Course).

Taresearch these questions, Students had something which corresponded'to the

information sheets. Great schdlars compiled quotations _Lout the Bible and other
,

authorities called "books ofsefttences" (from which we get'our ward "sententious").

The were arranged according to topic's for the students' convenie6.8e. The most

famous one, Peter Lombard's FoUr Books of Sentences, poses a problem (quaestio)

and then cites arguments for and against from-classical, patrietic, and medieval

(even contemporary) authorities. These bqOks were, of course, extremelysinfluen-

tial, as was the whole disputatio method whic.h trained the likes of Peter Abelard,

Thomas AgUinas, Erasmus, and a plethora of others.during the'sixcenturies the

" sentences" and the disputation method were the cornerstone of education.

Mreover, a standard form was alio used by these medieval and, later,

Renaissance scholars. The form I have giVen my students to.use is arvery crude

imitation of the farm their predecessors used 700 years ago, a form refined and

expanded in the Rinaiksance.,14e know it todayas the classical oration,' the form

employed in Sidney's Defence of Poetry,' Erasmua's Praise of Folly, and a hostof

other classids of Western iterature. Since so many students and teachers,over

'the centuries have fotruilfiis method of exposition effective, I thought it
.

be earth renovating.

In conclusion, I-hope that this very old and constantly n*itedhniqukiaill

'be df s. use-to those of us who, unfOrtunately,-don't

each

the time to lead

student through a topic of his own choosing. .I've been pleased
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with the results of it, overall, especially for beginning 'students who need

.

ea good deal of structure before they latexh off. on their cyan writing projects.

Russell page 5

Note: reference works which, are particularly helpful in 'making information'

sheeei. are Congressional Digest, 4 monthly magazine which takes One issue and

excerpts testimony from menters .of Congress and witnesses at congreslional

hearings, and The 'Reference Shelf, a series of books which publish excerpts

from articles ona _single issue. ALsor many magazines contain "forum" pages

Consisting of articles cn opposite sides of an issue, which may provide good

information for quaestiotbs disputatae.
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%

INSTRLLITICNS:-; Write a '300'to 500 Word essay,on the follcking question psing.

same of the, informatIzn provided. (You may 'all° use eacfmples from your .own

persaial ....xperienCe to support t'your Opinion.) Your essay' shoUld include

1) a thesis. paragraph stating-your °Pini on. on the question, 2) at,, least two

paragraphs to support your opinion, 3) transitiOns 'between paragraphs, and 4) a

ccticlusicn paragraph.,,

LIESTIGN: SHOULD SOFT, DRINK -AND BEM CCEPANIES BE REcARED BY LAW TO PAY

FIVE cars FOR CANS AND Barnzs lEIURNED?

"Score 4._1 billion :containers Were- littered in 1975 alone." SYe'a r EdWard

Brooke of Massachusetts Congressional Digest, March '78, p: 74.

"Between 55 and 70 per eent of all roadside litter is bottles, cans, and flip

tops."' Brookev.-COngressithei, p. 74.

. "Each day we use the eqt*valent of 5 million gallant .of%gas'oline to produce new

containers." Federal Reserve Board Study, Congressional, p. 56. .'

"Oregon,,44.ch has such a law, found its beverage container litter decreased by

837, While popular approval for .tkie new law has reached an ast_onis zing '91% in

public opinion polls." !ccoo14, Congressional, p. 76.

2 "It-is predictecrMat a net gain of between 80,000 and 118,000 jobs by 1982/

would result if this biyl bemires law ng.ticorlde."k Fedical En.ergy Administration

'report (1977), Congressional, p. 82.

/

7

°
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,

.'"in Oregon, the Owens- Illinois plant in Porilmndhad ten forming machines before

the'bottle law went into effect in January In February t . . two of the

machines, representing 50 jots each, had been removed-and two more *Are.
.

idled. President of the Local 112 of the Glads Bottle Blowers AssoCiation,

Congressional, 1)., 75.

r

.

,'In °regal 450 jobs were lost." Congressman William J. 1114441es , Now Jersey',

Congressional, p. 75.

s

"States without the deposit Lek are recycling. between 55 and 70 per cent oethe e
aluminum used farcans." Robert F. Testin, Environmental Planning Department,

Reynolds Aluminum Company, Congressional, p. 85,

"Since 1970 bottle and can deposit laws have been rejected in ten of the

-thirteen elections Where the question was put to people on-the state and local

level." allies, Congressional, p. 77.

0

"Simply stated, we are opposed to mandatory deposit legislation for beverage

containers because we are convinced that it would bring about too slight a

benefit at too high a cost" John J. Sheehan: directoi, United Steelworkers of

America, Congressional, p. 79.

4

o.

a

.
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,\HANDOUT In SAMPLE'ESSAY

title

thesis

transition
topic
sentence

.evidence
(tidirect
quote)

I
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1.

AGAINST' A DEPOSIT LAW

I am convinced that soft drink and beer. companies should not be re-

quired by law to pay five cents for cans and bottles returned. Such a

law WOuld not only cause a great tccoanic loss to the nation, but it

would also be unnecessary since voluntary recycling programs are a1-.' .

ready. doing the job ,adequately--without government regulation and in-

,

Vtrference.

In the first place, a 'deposit law would colt our ailing ceonomy

millions of dollars in lost' jobs for workers' -in thebottle. and can in-

dustry. In Oregon a deposit law was pisse0 recently,, and according to

the president of Local 112 of the Glass and Bottle Blowers Associatiori,

at least one h

bottle factory

d writers immediately lost their,jobs at a Portland

(Congressional Digest, Mar' ch, 1978, p. 75) . Moreover,

evidence as Coniressman William' J. Hughes of New Jersey points out, "In Oregon

(direct_ k

quote) 450 jobs were lost" (cimAressiou11, page '75): These lost jobs--and

-expiana- the hardship they impose on families and CaMILInities=-woul-d be multiplied -*

tion .

many times cross this nation if deposit lawi.were passed in other

states, putting a strain on an economy already Righting a rising unem-

ployment rate.

-transition In the second place, this proposed; aw would be -a ecepletely
.

un-

*sentence necessary burden-. According to Robert F. Testin of the Reynolds

evidence Al uminun Company, "States without the. deposit lett are already re-.
(direct
quote) cycling between 55 and 70 per cent of aluminum used for Cans"

9j

I`
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explana7-

tion

transition

evickike
(dirept`

quote)

transitiori'

conclusion'
paragraph,

Workers* Union, puts'the case well. He, like so many others, is "con-s,

.vinced that it would bring about too slight a benefit-at too high a

. cost" (Congress icnal, page, 79) :,

)

4 r
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. I ..-

(Congressional, page 85). This statistic clearly shows that people. are
I

willing d.ans without government .forcing 'than to.

Finally,

,

- .,American people are against these doposit laws, laws

they.,reitlize will not bring the benefits' their sponsors naively

'Pranise. "Since 1970 bottle and can clepOsit twat have' een rejected

lin bf the thirteen elections sere the que0sre was put to pt!Sple

. Oh thy. state anct logal level," writes CongresSiman,,HugAes'. (Cottiressicnalr

page C17)1: Titus, the people have freely and clearly, spoken out- againSt

deposit laws, a vTarni.ng legislators should heed.

The conclusion is, clear: deposit laws are costly, unnecessary and

tripopular '''Theyshould, therefore, be rede7M',,, We should all join

to. stop, their spread. John a. Sheehan, president of the United Steel;

I

I

/ I
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